Tomas' book implies that cinematic representation is no longer separate from the thing it represents. Bazin and Kracauer's ultimate dream of cinema becomes a nightmare even Baudrillard may struggle to comprehend. Tomas' book, though, presents these ideas in a measured way, precisely and deliberately considering his key examples.
This is true machine vision: a gaze untainted by human subjectivity.
Some parts of Tomas' book may focus too heavily on aspects of pedagogy or the modelling of anthropological rites of passage. When, however, one reaches this final segment, Tomas brings the many disparate elements of his research to bear on Farocki's work, and clinches his argument. The audience, to Tomas, is the key to posthumanism, for a piece of video or film cannot truly be posthuman unless there is no human to watch it. '[I]t is the machine itself,' Tomas writes, 'that is its own "spectator," technician, and manager -a radical reflexivity that signals the eclipse of the passive external consuming viewer ' (p. 220) . The links between Farocki and Snow are manifold, according to Tomas, but it is in the inextricable tying of cinema with labour that the two almost become one. Both films -and both filmmakers -are concerned with labour and society. But where Vertov saw cinema as a metaphor for, and vehicle to present, a working society, Farocki sees the moving image as a key cog within that society. The age of surveillance subsumes video -assumes representation -into its mode of control.
Tomas' ideas are fascinating -certainly the stuff of science fiction. The terrifying implication of his work, though, is that cinematic representation is no longer separate from the thing it represents. Bazin and Kracauer's ultimate dream of cinema becomes a nightmare even Baudrillard may struggle to comprehend. Tomas' book, though, presents these ideas in a measured way, precisely and deliberately considering his key examples. This volume is a must for anyone interested in technology and cinema, or for the greater implications of a society who carries in their pocket the capacity to record and represent the world around them.
